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Front cover: A newly cleared exposure alongside the
railway at Colwick Woods, near Nottingham, with
inter-bedded red shales and siltstones of the Gunthorpe
Formation, part of the Triassic Mercia Mudstone Group.
The well-developed thin bedding reﬂects deposition
from ﬂash ﬂoods ﬂowing into temporary lakes in a
semi-arid alluvial basin, perhaps like parts of the Lake
Eyre Basin in modern Australia.
Back cover: (clockwise from top) Chrome Hill reefs,
Upper Dovedale; Ladybower Reservoir from Bamford
Edge; Reynard’s Cave, Dovedale; Winnats Pass,
Castleton; Lud’s Church landslip ﬁssure, Dane Valley.
All cover photos by Tony Waltham.
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PROFILE

Tim Colman

Our new president was born in a vicarage near
Cockermouth, Cumberland, but moved south at an
early age to Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire and
then Norfolk. His only scientiﬁc ancestor was an uncle
who was head of the Marine Biological Station at Port
Erin on the Isle of Man. He remembers his parson
father taking him to the Hensbarrow china clay pit
and South Crofty tin mine in Cornwall, and still has
a photo showing him operating a hydraulic monitor at
the bottom of the Hensbarrow pit at the age of 12.
He graduated in geology from the University of
Durham in 1969. The excitement of the ‘nickel boom’
and the prospect of travel led him to a graduate trainee
position with Consolidated Gold Fields Australia, with
a ﬁrst placement at the Mount Lyell copper mine in
Tasmania, where he gained an introduction to open pit
and underground mining and ore reserve calculation.
After four months he moved on to his next placement,
the CGFA exploration division based in Kalgoorlie
in Western Australia, arriving as the Poseidon nickel
share boom was at its height. Within a couple of days
he was 100 km out in the bush, with a student as a ﬁeld
assistant, mapping Archaean volcanic rocks – a far cry
from his BSc mapping area of Ashover. The temporary
placement was soon made permanent, and he spent the
next three years based in Kalgoorlie but mainly living
out of a Landrover and caravan on a variety of projects
including prospecting for nickel in many areas of the
Yilgarn, mapping iron ore in the Hamersleys, drilling
heavy mineral sands north of Perth and investigating a
copper-zinc prospect in the Pilbara.
He returned to Britain in 1972 to take an MSC in
Mineral Exploration and Mining Geology at Leicester
University, and was then offered a post as exploration
geologist for Irish Base Metals based in Loughrea,
County Galway. He spent a year prospecting for lead
and zinc, around the Tynagh mine and in County Clare,
before returning to Britain in 1975 to take a PGCE at
Keele University. He then initiated a geology A-Level
course at Forest Fields 6th Form College in Nottingham,
where he used his Durham introductory ﬁeld week as a
basis for the A-Level ﬁeld trip.
After four years of teaching, the call of the minerals
was still strong, and he became an Economic Geologist
in the minerals division at the Institute of Geological
Sciences, which had recently moved from London to
Keyworth His ﬁrst couple of years involved helping
to administer a mineral incentive scheme to promote
commercial mineral exploration in Britain. This
introduced him to many mining company projects, from
Islay to Cornwall. From then on, until his retirement in
2007, he was involved in a wide variety of mineralrelated projects including mineral exploration, mineral
deposit studies, mineral statistics, metallogenesis, radon
investigations, GIS developments and several short
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overseas projects. The latter took him to Zambia, Angola,
Turkmenistan, Portugal and the Falkland Islands,
before leading a three year project to develop a mineral
information system and digital documentation centre in
the National Directorate of Geology in Mozambique.
His main interests throughout his BGS career remained
metalliferous mineral deposits, especially volcanogenic
and Mississippi Valley Type ores and their worldwide
exploration and development.
He was responsible for the production of two
volumes of the BGS publication ‘Exploration for
metallic and related minerals in Britain: a guide’ as
well as several Mineral Reconnaissance Programme
reports on projects in Aberdeenshire, Anglesey,
Southwest Wales and Staffordshire. He investigated the
small mineral deposits associated with the Ordovician
Snowdon volcanic caldera and contributed to the ﬁnal
seminal BGS memoir on this classic area.
He initiated the now almost annual BGS attendance
at the Prospectors and Developers Association of
Canada March meeting in Toronto, and helped to foster
links with various mining companies. He retains an
interest in Irish mineralisation and is still a member of
the Irish Association for Economic Geology. He is also
a member of the Institute of Materials, Minerals and
Mining (IOM3) and was on the committee of the former
Nottinghamshire Branch, with a term as President.
Following his retirement from the BGS in 2007,
he has become a tutor at the Ecton Hills Field Studies
Association mine and has joined their committee.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
An archive photograph of East Midlands geology
from the British Geological Survey collection

Fire, ice, ﬂood and earthquake –
One Barrow Quarry, Blackbrook Reservoir
This image was taken in 1904, and is one of a series
commissioned by the Leicester Literary and Philosophical
Society, that records the rock exposures and quarries
created during construction of the dam, viaduct
and earthworks for the Blackbrook Reservoir, near
Shepshed, Leicestershire.
It shows One Barrow Quarry, which, together
with other quarries nearby, preserves a series of
volcaniclastic tuffs and breccias within the Blackbrook
Group of the Charnian Supergroup. The volcanism was
associated with a Neoproterozoic island arc complex,
and the South Quarry Breccia Member exposed here
is of particular interest, as it may represent a major
debris ﬂow deposit that ran down the submarine slopes
of the volcanic pile, perhaps triggered by liquefaction
associated with a seismic event.
By an uncanny coincidence, debris ﬂows, gravity
and seismicity have also played their part in the
chequered history of Blackbrook Reservoir itself. The
story of the reservoir is linked inextricably with the illfated Charnwood Canal. This was built in the late 18th
century, at a time when ‘canal mania’ is often said to
have gripped the nation. The canal’s purpose was to
carry coal from mines at Coleorton, near Ashby, to the
Soar Navigation at Loughborough, avoiding tortuous
transport by handcart or packhorse. After much
vacillation in Parliament about the canal’s feasibility
and usefulness, the engineer Christopher Staveley

was engaged in 1791 to survey and design the canal.
His design involved a combined contour canal and
tramway system, the latter to avoid the construction of
locks to cope with the steep gradients at each end of the
route. Completed in 1794, the canal was immediately
plagued with a lack of water, so the ﬁrst Blackbrook
Reservoir was hurriedly constructed by 1796 to
solve the problem. The reservoir’s earth dam initially
appeared substantial, until a rapid thaw at the end of a
long, harsh winter in February 1799 brought the dam to
bursting point. Despite a few days of valiant efforts to
repair the cracks, the dam eventually failed like ‘a clap
of thunder’, sending workmen running for their lives.
The reservoir emptied in just 11 minutes, unleashing
a torrent of water and debris that drowned hundreds
of sheep, washed away farm buildings and crops, and
inundated large parts of downstream Shepshed and
Loughborough. Although the dam was re-built and the
canal re-commissioned in 1801, it was too late to save
the mines at Coleorton and Thringstone, which soon
went out of business. So, by 1804, the reservoir was
drained and the dam was subsequently dismantled.
The present Blackbrook Reservoir was completed
in 1906, but history was nearly repeated in February
1957 when the dam was damaged by a magnitude 5.3
earthquake that shook the East Midlands area. Large
coping stones were moved and cracks appeared in the
dam face, but this time the dam was fortunately made
of tougher stuff, and subsequent inspection proved the
structure to be sound.
One Barrow Quarry provided a source of stone for
construction of the dam and associated masonry, and is
now recognised as a Site of Special Scientiﬁc Interest
on account of its geological importance.
Andy Howard, British Geological Survey

One Barrow Quarry, near
Blackbrook
reservoir,
photographed in 1904 (Image
BAAS03791 from the geological
photograph collection of the
British Association for the
Advancement
of
Science,
archived
at
the
British
Geological Survey Library,
Keyworth, Nottingham).
If any reader can recognise the
make and model of the vintage
car in the foreground, please let
the editor know.
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GEOBROWSER
Charles Darwin and geology

This year marks the bicentenary of Darwin’s birth
and 150th anniversary of his volume: On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natural Selection, which
established him as the founding father of modern
evolutionary biology. Rather less is known of Darwin
the geologist, even though during the Beagle voyage
he devoted 1383 pages of notes to geology, and only
368 pages to the wildlife he found. His comprehensive
observations included the weathering of rocks; igneous
processes and metamorphism; volcanic and seismic
activity; uplift of mountain ranges, and the development
of oceanic islands and their coral reefs through time
(Geol. Assoc. Rockwatch Magazine, 50, p.32).
Some indication of Darwin’s polymath character is
revealed by his rather chequered college career (The
Autobiography of Charles Darwin by Nora Barlow,
1958). At ﬁrst he followed his father’s example by
studying medicine, at Edinburgh University. There
he became acquainted with ‘several young men fond
of natural science’ and he also attended lectures on
geology; although he deemed those ‘incredibly dull’.
Leaving Edinburgh before completing his medical
degree he went on to Cambridge, but confessed to
‘wasting’ three years there, even though he did gain
a degree in Theology, Euclid and the Classics. His
real interest evidently lay in natural sciences, for he
attended lectures on botany and enjoyed collecting and
describing beetles. Through these activities he met J. S.
Henslow, who organised informal discussions covering
natural science topics that included geology. It was
Henslow who introduced the newly-graduated Darwin
to Professor Adam Sedgewick, whom he accompanied
to Wales in the summer of 1831. This rather brief ﬁeld
course did not satisfy Darwin’s curiosity about geology
and landscapes, but it enabled him to acquire many basic
geological skills, which he subsequently augmented by
avid perusal of Lyell’s Principles of Geology.
Darwin’s somewhat informal geological training was
to prove vital for the Beagle voyage of 1831-36, during
which he noted that ‘The investigation of the geology
of all the places visited was far more important… by
recording the stratiﬁcation and nature of the rocks and
fossils at many points, always reasoning and predicting
what will be found elsewhere, light soon begins to dawn
on the district, and the structure of the whole becomes
more or less intelligible’. This might well sum up the
analytical approach used by Darwin as he formulated
his theory of evolution.

selection furnishes the explanation for the Tree, which
as Darwin noted provided the ‘propinquity of descent’
lacking from Carl Linnaeus’s hierarchical system
for grouping organisms. The Tree of Life has been
described as the unifying principle for understanding
evolutionary history (New Scientist, 2009, p.34). Its
base has come to be represented by the LUCA (Last
Universal Common Ancestor) and out of this grows
the trunk, which bifurcates outwards into branches,
some of which continue upwards to end at currently
extant species and others, lower down, completed by
species now extinct. This tree is typically portrayed
in simpliﬁed form by modern ‘artist-scientists’,
even though Darwin’s most commonly replicated
sketch is not particularly tree-like. Moreover, Darwin
experimented with ten other tree-variants, indicating an
awareness of the complexities of evolution.
For some 150 years biologists have been ﬁlling in
the various branches of this idealized tree, but since
the mid-1960’s our perception of evolution has been
profoundly modiﬁed and greatly improved by the
science of molecular phylogenetics, which attempts to
determine the rates and patterns of change occurring in
DNA and proteins and to reconstruct the evolutionary
history of genes and organisms. This new way of thinking
followed from the discovery of DNA in 1953, but was
given tremendous impetus by the bio-technological
advances of the 1990’s that enabled the molecular
analysis of DNA and RNA protein sequences.

Challenges to Darwin’s concepts

At ﬁrst it was hoped that the new techniques would
conﬁrm the tree of life scenario, and ﬁll in more of the
gaps. However, they very soon led to the discovery
of the archaea (Proc. National Academy of Science,
USA, 1977, p.5088). These unicellular organisms were
previously thought to be bacteria, but are now regarded
as an entirely new Third Domain of life, separate from
bacteria and eukaryotes (which include animals). Their
traces occur in rocks as old as 3.8 billion years, when
the planet was hostile to life, and today they include
the ‘extremophile’ organisms, which can exist in very
hot, very cold, acidic or anaerobic environments.
Importantly, they possess some advanced processes
connected with gene transcription and translation,
and in evolutionary terms may have an ancestral link

Darwin’s tree of life

Although much has been made of Darwin’s concept
of natural selection, his theory of evolution between
species had an equally important theme. He compared
this to a ‘great tree’, and it was an elegant depiction
of how different species might be related through
biological evolution and diversiﬁcation. Natural
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W Ford Doolittle’s drawing
of the Revised Tree of Life,
to which we have added
the possible evolutionary
situation at c. 580-542
Ma, when Ediacarans
proliferated.
A chloroplast is the part
of a cell that conducts
photosynthesis.
A mitochondrion is the
part of a cell involved with
controlling cell growth
and cell functions but with
DNA similar to bacterial
genomes.

Below left: HMS Beagle

to eukaryotic organisms (Proc. National Academy of
Sciences, USA, Vol. 87, 1990). Furthermore, the new
DNA sequencing databases show that certain bacterial
genes also form vital parts of eukaryotic cells, as well
as being present in archaea. To paraphrase W. Ford
Doolittle (Scientiﬁc American, February 2000, p.90),
this suggests that the pattern of evolution is not as linear
or treelike as Darwin imagined it, and although genes
do show vertical descent from generation to generation,
there is a further process at work, called horizontal
gene transfer (HGT). This is facilitated by viruses
or ‘bacterial conjugation’ and must have profoundly
affected at least the early course of evolution. There is
increasing acceptance that way back in time, all animal
life originated through fusion between bacteria and
archaea, and HGT is implicated in various evolutionary
‘jumps’ towards viable, multicellular organisms.
Doolittle’s new version of evolution retains the
traditional or ‘consensus’ treelike branching mode
at the top for multicellular animals, plants and fungi
where both gene transfer and Darwinian natural
selection could work. Lower down, however, there
is a mesh-like series of linkages, sometimes called a
‘web’, to symbolize rampant horizontal gene transfer
between unicellular organisms. This modiﬁed ‘tree’
also lacks a Universal Common Ancestor, and suggests
that the three major domains of life probably originated
from a population of primitive cells with different
combinations of genes.

Should Darwin’s tree be uprooted?

Most scientists agree that Darwin’s theory of descent
remains valid, and that despite Doolittle’s modiﬁcations
MERCIAN GEOLOGIST 2009 17 (2)

the tree metaphor is still an apt, albeit oversimpliﬁed
depiction of early evolution. This year, however, a
controversy focussed on the biomolecular discoveries
of the previous decade has entered the popular media,
with attention-grapping headlines such as: ‘Darwin
was Wrong’ (New Scientist, January 24, 2009) and
‘Darwin was wrong and misleading’ (The Telegraph,
January 22, 2009). These attacks have been repudiated
by evolutionary scientists, who maintain that they
not only misrepresent the outcomes of biomolecular
studies, but also inspire creationists to mislead people
into believing that the theory of evolution by common
descent is wrong. A succinct riposte to such articles can
be found online (S. Schafersman; February, 2009 ‘The
Death of the Tree of Life has been greatly exaggerated’).
It features a letter to the New Scientist from a panel
of experts, including Richard Dawkins, insisting that
the tree of life concept is not fundamentally unsound,
but it is ‘…more complicated than was realised before
the advent of molecular genetics. It is still true that all
of life arose from “a few forms or... one”, as Darwin
concluded in The Origin of Species. It is still true that
it diversiﬁed by descent with modiﬁcation via natural
selection and other factors’.

Does this help understand Charnian fossils?

The apparent absence of fossils in Precambrian rocks
bothered Darwin, although in Origin of Species he
presciently wrote that: ‘Traces of life have been
detected in the Longmynd beds beneath Barrande’s
so-called primordial [Cambrian] zone.’ He might also
have mentioned the organic impressions discovered
in Charnwood Forest in 1848 (Geobrowser, 2008),
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had he known about them. We now appreciate the
true richness and diversity of the Ediacaran biota,
with 325 Precambrian fossils featured in the glossary
of The Rise of Animals (reviewed in Mercian, 2008,
p.67). Few of these actually survived beyond the
Precambrian-Cambrian boundary (542 Ma), so the
biological afﬁnities of those that did not can only be
guessed at. Doolittle’s modiﬁed Tree of Life helps
here, since it places Ediacarans at a very early stage
in multicellular organisation, when processes such as
horizontal gene transfer, hybridisation and symbiosis
were considerably more ﬂuid. The referral of the more
enigmatic Ediacarans to ‘failed experiments in life’
rings true, though it may be more accurate to say that
those particular ‘experiments’ produced unexpected
and bizarre organisms. Suited to environmental niches
that existed then, they were unable to evolve further or
to compete with the more genetically robust species that
went on to become the true ancestors of modern life.

THE RECORD
We welcome new members who have joined the Society
during 2008. Our membership now stands at 343 with
an additional 40 institutional members.

Indoor Meetings
Many of the indoor meetings this year seem to have
had historical as well as geological interest. They
began with the members’ evening which, under the
chairmanship of Gerry Slavin, was held after the AGM
in March. The subjects of this series of short talks
were Iceland, Faroe Islands and zeolites (Alan Dawn),
Ardnamurchan (Robert Gill), The rise of the roddens
(Dinah Smith) and Water wheels and geology in the
Derwent Gorge, Matlock (Lynn Willies)
Also in March, there was a joint meeting with the
Yorkshire Geological Society at Keyworth entitled The
Erosion of Northern Britain.
April’s lecture was about the Midland Inﬂuences on
William Smith, given by Peter Banham.
The winter programme began in style October with
Geology of the Languedoc, presented by Roger Suthren,
complete with wine tasting.
In November, Will Watts spoke about the Rotunda
Museum in Scarborough, its role in the beginnings of
geology and its recent redevelopment.
December’s speaker was Tony Waltham, who gave us
the Salt Terrains of Iran, and this was followed by the
Christmas buffet.
In January, the Secret of Sherwood Forest was disclosed
by Kevin Topham from Dukes Wood Oil Museum.
The Foundation Lecture this year was on Palaeobotany
of Antarctica and was given by Professor Jane Francis.
We are grateful to Richard Hamblin for organizing this
year’s successful programme of speakers, and to Gerry
Shaw for organizing the refreshments.
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Field Meetings
Once again a varied programme of ﬁeld excursions was
organised by Ian Sutton to whom we give our thanks.
Also due thanks to the ﬁeld trip leaders who share with
us their time and their knowledge.
In May, Paul Guion led a trip concerning hydrocarbon
reservoirs and the Dukes Wood oil museum.
Evenings in June were to Charnwood Forest with John
Carney, and to Middleton Moor for the Hopton Wood
Stone led by Ian Thomas.
July saw a whole day visit to the Millstone Grit
of Skipton Moor led by Neil Aitkenhead, and also
an evening walk to look at the gravels and tills in
Charnwood Forest with Keith Ambrose.
The weekend excursion led by Ian Sutton was this year
to The Gower in South Wales, for its fossils and its ﬁne
structural geology.

Council
Council met formally on six occasions during the year.
As no Treasurer had been elected at the Annual General
Meeting, Colin Bagshaw was co-opted to the position
in May. Paul Guion and Ian Sutton were also co-opted
to Council on the same occasion.
This has been a quieter year for projects. We have
given our support to the Ecton Hill Field Study Centre,
and have donated £100 to Dukes Wood Oil Museum
towards the cost of replacing their stolen notice boards.
The Hemlock Stone is currently being researched, and
the back copies of the Mercian Geologist are being
converted into electronic form both for archive purposes
and to make the contents more widely available. The
Society continues to support Geodiversity in the East
Midlands, with some of our members helping to update
the RIGS databases.
Thanks are due to Sue Miles for editing the Society’s
Circular (which now goes to half the membership
via e-mail), to Tony Waltham for editing the Mercian
Geologist (including The Geology of Chatsworth
which was off-printed to form a special publication),
and to Rob Townsend for continuing to maintain the
Society’s website.
To conclude I would like to thank all those I have not
speciﬁcally named in my report who work hard to
further the aims of the Society.
Janet Slatter, Secretary

Notes for authors
Guidance notes for authors intending to contribute to
the Mercian Geologist may be seen on, and printed
from, the Society website (www.emgs.org.uk). Paper
copies may also be requested by mail or by telephone
from the editor for anyone without web access.
Contributions are welcome from both members and
non-members.
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